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The scene shop is the stage for constructing theater sets

California counties declared disasters

Send Luis Obispo residents who have begun building sets can put away their hammers and nails for a few days.

The rain, which soaked much of San Luis Obispo County, stopped driving interest yesterday morning, is expected to continue today, according to the National Weather Service.

Further city and county weather reports were not available because offices were closed.

Although San Luis Obispo experienced heavy flooding when the sun appeared early Wednesday, rain continued to drop in the San Luis Obispo area.

Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. yesterday declared a state of emergency throughout much of Southern California.

Combines the rain with heavy flooding caused in the past several days, the governor said he was concerned about the possibility of flooding in the area.

Both publications are available at the local IRS office, or VITA volunteers will be available for income tax returns.
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The most depressing day of the year

The most depressing day of the year for certain people is here. For some, today is Valentine's Day, a day that leaves them feeling lonely, sad, and even angry. Today marks the time when love and affection are often celebrated, but for those who are single or do not have someone to share the day with, it can be a melancholy occasion.

Here are some people's thoughts on why Valentine's Day is the most depressing day of the year for them:

1. **Candy Store Owners**: Valentine's Day is often associated with candy, but for those who do not have a significant other to share the candy with, it can be a day filled with loneliness.
2. **Single Friends**: For those who are not in a romantic relationship, Valentine's Day can feel like a day reserved for couples, making it difficult to enjoy.
3. **Retailers**: For those who work in retail, Valentine's Day can be a stressful day as they prepare for the influx of customers looking for gifts, but without a partner to share the day with, it can be lonely.
4. **Business Owners**: For those who are in the business world, Valentine's Day can be a difficult day as they worry about their sales and the pressure to perform, but without a partner to support them, it can be a lonely day.

In conclusion, Valentine's Day is a day that can be enjoyable for those in loving relationships, but for those who are single, it can be a day filled with loneliness and sadness. It is important to remember that love can come in many forms, and that being alone does not mean being lonely if we have close friends and family to support us.
The silly typos got him in the end

Last Wednesday morning was just like any other morning. Until that moment, I didn’t notice anything. And then it hit me, and the voice on the other end I recognized right away. It was Lew Cryar.

I had finished with my Pen and Paper grad student who had moved rapidly up the ladder of success. He was a good friend of my father who worked at the University of Pacific and he is currently an assistant athletic director at the University of Oregon.

Okay, so what am I getting at? Well, Cryar is an unusual fellow. He makes many a connection. He was a Pep, and he also had a job lined up for me when I arrived.

Now, he was coming through for me again. He had recommended me to the sports editor of the Eugene Register-Guard. And I spelled Guard wrong. "I’m sorry, Lew. I just was really busy. I guess I neglected to proofread," said Cryar cooly.

"You're right. I have to excuse, I screwed up," I said.

"If it was me, I would have asked for a few days to get it right," he said.

"I thought about writing back to the Register-Guard. Letter to the editor maybe," I thought.

"I talked to Blaine Newnham yesterday," said Cryar seriously."He asked me what kind of a guy I was trying to sound like to him anyway." I said I didn't understand.

"Well in the letter to him you had two typos in it," he said."And one of them was the name of the paper." I said I really did. I put one too many hyphens in the Eugene-

Use money power

Even though we could not say directly what political and economic forces had produced the students of Cal Poly, many student leaders have managed to win themselves into any kind of power.

Many students are being forced to find new housing because the State college policy is to freeze the existing situation in San Luis Obispo. To avoid this hassle the city council is finding new housing, and people are flocking to San Luis Obispo in droves.

The problem of finding new housing and maintaining another high-quality living standard is the most important in the city. The city is the heart of the state because of its economy, and we have to pay more for the housing we receive.

Now about 3,300 people have a percent of Cal Poly's population, which means that a lot of money is going to be spent by the residents. And we have to be sure that we are using our money wisely.

If all the money spent by San Luis Obispo and their parents (especially at Poly and graduation) is counted it would probably run into the millions. You see how important our money is to San Luis Obispo. The San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce would not be able to do without our help.

The main reason the money limits are being enforced is because the residents are not buying from the residents of San Luis Obispo. So what do the residents have to do? They have to buy more goods from the residents, and they have to buy less from the students who are well to do.

That's a lot of money to lose or not to spend.

Beautiful sparkling crystal prism hearts just $2.30. Maybe an easy to grow succulent for under $5.00. Don't forget we have the widest selection of roses and carnations in town. Use your charge card and phone your order in early. 543-43 The Open Air Gallery Florist.

Contact Your Placement Center
FEBRUARY 14
3:00pm - 7:00pm
1:30pm - 4:30pm

KODAK Color Enlargements from prints (including instant prints), color slides, negatives

Order three one is free

KODAK Color Enlargements from prints (including instant prints), color slides, negatives

GIVE A HEART

The widest selection of roses and carnations in town. Use your charge card and phone your order in early. 543-43 .The Open Air Gallery Florist.
Take warning before purchasing life insurance

By LAURA CHRISTMAN
Daily Staff Writer

Buying a piece of the rock may be unnecessary for those who do not know much about life insurance.

All pros. Paul Curtis said he was approached by a hard-selling life insurance salesman last year. He said he was called by the salesman and went to be talked to him.

"When I went to there be talk to him, he really hit me the pressure to buy. He wanted me to make a commitment that day," Curtis said.

"If you tell them you want to talk it over with your dad, they'll give you a comeback like, 'You're in college now and you can't depend on your parents to make all your decisions,'" he said. Curtis was called again this year and his roommate also has been called.

He said he feels students should be aware that these high-pressure life insurance salesmen are working their way among the students.

Another person who also believes students should be aware of high-pressure salesmen is Jeff Forreet, an insurance salesman. Forreet is a 1977 Cal Poly graduate.

"There is a big difference between going in to educate people about insurance needs and go in to blow them over and get them to buy that day," Forreet said.

He said people need to be totally aware of what they are buying. According to Forreet, there are two basic types of life insurance.

Term life insurance offers pure protection only. A person pays a monthly premium for a beneficiary to collect a certain amount - called the face value. The premiums increase as the person gets older and there is a higher risk of death.

Whole life insurance combines pure protection with an investment element called the cash value. A person pays a monthly premium for a beneficiary to collect a certain amount - called the face value. The premium increases as the person gets older and there is a higher risk of death.

Premiums on a term insurance plan for a student cost about one-fourth as much as premiums on the same amount of whole life insurance, Curtis said.

He said whether or not somebody needs life insurance depends on the individual. "I know students who are scared to death and may need it," Forreet said. "A whole insurance policy can be a benefit to students who have trouble getting a job."
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QUALITY XEROX COPIES

Hurley's Pharmacy
University Square
Shopping Center

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

ONLY $10.50

Regularly: $16.50

Poor alignment can cost you money and wear your tires out. Call for appointment 6 am to 1:30 pm.

MUSTANG DAILY
Tuesday, February 14, 1978
Canada bills USSR for search

**WASHINGTON** (AP)—A computerized program that would have set up an overnight delivery of airline tickets to those making reservations appears to have been killed by a decision from travel agents.

Postal Service officials, declining to be publicly identified, said last week that they had succeeded in persuading the airline, which depends on travel agents to sell tickets, not to participate out of fear of alienating the agents.

The program, which was an attempt to cut travel costs, would have allowed mail to be transacted electronically in the Post Office, where a ticket would be printed and delivered with the next day's mail.

The airline said it would pay a small charge per ticket to the Postal Service in return for 통하여 to be publicly identified, a decision from travel agents.
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**Craft show scheduled**

"Craftsmen of the world" will meet at the Craft Center this week in a show scheduled to appeal to both the casual observer and the sophisticated collector of art and crafts.

The show, which is the second of its kind in the area, is designed to encourage creative expression, and awareness of the craft in the Craft Center.
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Poly wins two, stays alive in CCAA race

By JANIT KRIEDEMAYER
Daily Sports Editor

If you passed the Main Gym Friday night you might have thought UCLA was playing USC for the Pac-10 basketball title.

A crowd of 1,060 vocal fans filled the gym to watch the Mustangs edge Cal State Northridge 84-81.

The Mustangs headed Northridge in the first conference loss and kept themselves in the race for the CCAA crown. Saturday Poly hosted the University of California at Riverside in another conference match. Poly had no trouble defeating the Highlanders, 66-32 as they dealt Riverside its seventh conference loss. Poly has yet to win a CCAA match.

The Mustangs used an effective zone defense against Northridge that kept the Matadors extended forcing them to take outside shots. With any other opponents this technique could have been devastating; however, the Matadors managed to stay alive because they can shoot well from 30 feet out.

"We played the best defense we have all year," said Forward Neil Warner. "We knew exactly what they were running—a passing game. We had been practicing the zone defense for four days this last week.

The crowd played a key part in the Mustang's victory says Coach Emi Wheeler. "When Northridge had possession of the ball and the Mustangs set up their zone defense the fans were on their feet chanting and yelling their encouragement.

"The crowd was great," said Wheeler. "In the nine years that I have coached here, I have never seen a group of fans like them. They were really behind the team."

Against Riverside, Poly played out of an early lead, ousting the Highlanders 14-1 in the first five minutes of play. Riverside, having only six players back, was left in Poly's zone defense. It was establised a really sloppy offensive game with the players spending much of their time scrambling for loose balls.

All Mustangs got a chance to play in the game with each scoring over two points. Forward Bert Penfold had the game high with 16 points. He was followed by center Paul Mills, 14 and Lewis Cohen, 10. Cohen took top scoring honors in the Northridge match converting 11 of 17 points. Mills had 14.

Poly posts a 14 point win with three more in the games to play. "The Mustangs must win the remaining games if we are going to win the conference title."
More women athletes applying to Poly

Poly's women's track team finished in a tie for the lead at Diablo Valley College in Pleasant Hill.

The best DVC Vikings won with 103.50 points posted by the Mustangs on 102.50 and Santa Clara at 83.26.

Poly's women's track and field team also won at San Joaquin Valley College in Santa Barbara with 122.50 points and second in the meet was Diablo Valley College with 119.25 points.

Spikers take two

Coach Mike Miller's Mustangs triumphed a pair of matches over the weekend against the Vandals on Saturday, 15-17 and U.C. Riverside 15-12.

The win pushed Poly's Pacwest record to 4-3 and its overall mark to 6-4. Mustangs converted all but 13 of their 62 points scored.

Senior Rich Hauser led the way with 16-28 kills (64 percent) and 23 kills and 28 points in the match against Riverside.

Most Expensive condoned considerably the next night against the Vandals. Poly converted 37 percent of its efforts in the match.

The Mustangs will travel to U.C.-Santa Barbara's court this weekend for a non-conference match.

Announcements

STUDENT TYPING

FREE PICTURES TO STUDENT WINNER WITH FREE POSTERS AND PAPER AIL DAY.

SIVEN TRADITIONS

SATURDAY, MARCH 9

FREEER BEER AT CAFE BURBANK 7-10 PM.

FREE POSTERS TO STUDENTS W/ FREE PICTURES.

WANT TO BUY?

BEARS BASKETBALL T-SHIRTS, SIZE 2X, $10.

BOB PULLER, BOX 226, BURBANK.

NEW PRINTING SERVICE

FREE PRINTING FOR:$1 PER 100 LETTERS, STEPS, PICTURES, ECT.

$1 PER 100 LETTERS, STEPS, PICTURES, ECT.

MARCHMAN

WE NOW ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS

OPEN WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY

8711 LAKEWOOD BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

COOK BOOK SALE - FRIDAY FEB. 15 - 81 Central Basemment

LARGEST SELECTION OF COOK BOOKS IN THE COUNTRY

Automotive

RACING


EI DIABOLO SCOOTER, $200.

SPARES, TIRE, ACCESSORIES.

Stereos, Disc Jockey, Gas, Oil.

MOTORCYCLES

1969 HONDA C70, $150.

Motorcycle parts.

Housing

CHRISTIAN (323) 587-2368.

MUST SELL SOUTHWEST quint.

NEW HOME 1500 SQ. FT.

LAPORTE AV. 150.

Lost and Found

C也好, A. PAIR. OF BLACK Suede SHOES, SIZE 9.

Musical Instruments

BASS DRUM, SNARE DRUM, Ogan.

Services

Electrical Center at Alroy, 818-8140.

R&G CAR REPAIRS.

1975 CHEVY SCOTT, $1,400.

24 hr.

FINKO'S
Board applications due

Applications deadline for Board applications to the University of Wisconsin Board of Governors (UWGB) is today at 11 p.m.

Applications may be mailed or faxed to the Administration Building at the University of Wisconsin.

According to Ann Kline, UWGB chairperson, there are currently seven positions available, five two-year positions and two one-year positions. The applicant's record must be sent to UWGB Chairman of the board by 5 p.m. on February 14, 2018. All governor's meetings will be public.

Ellis said, "UWGB is by far the largest organization for the preservation and management of the University of Wisconsin."

Energy contest is underway

One hundred dollars in Union dollars will be given to the winner of "Green Vision," a contest being sponsored by the School of Architecture and Environmental Design. The objective of the contest is to determine alternate sources of energy for the future.

"This contest is not only for architecture students, but for everyone, professor of architecture and environmental design," Ellis says. "Every major is encouraged to participate. This is a chance to help yourselves in the future, because there's a lot of money being saved and they will have to be done differently majorly."

Entry should be submitted on a 30 square board by 5 p.m., March 1, in the Architecture and Environmental Design Building, room A36B B. Students interested in participating are encouraged to ask or otherwise or call the front desk.

"The prize money is a contribution of the "Theater of the Environment," a new group of environmental studies in the School of Architecture and Environmental Design," Ellis says. "Students that originally acquired the money for this project are producing a simulation of the simulated government documentary entitled "Green Vision." This group of people under the direction of Kohlberg and Regan hope that this technology will make the Wisconsin a continuing endeavor."

According to Kohlberg, "Green Vision" is a project of "Source, Intervibility, and Appropriate Technology." The "New Possibilities" uses a traveling exhibit for appropriate household technology from the state office of Appropriate Technology in Sacramento but the program began in February 1892 and is being promoted and supported at the University of Wisconsin.

Volunteers needed

Senior Citizens in San Luis Obispo will not be forgotten on Valentine's Day. Student Community Service volunteers are sponsoring a "Senior Citizen Valentine's Day," at the Adamant Hotel on Monterey Street.

Local senior citizens will enjoy a good lunch each afternoon beginning at 11 a.m. on Tuesday, February 14, 2018. Volunteers are needed to help with the program. Those interested in volunteering should contact the S.C.S. office in UU 109.

Senior Citizens is an ongoing project of S.C.S. which provides social and recreational activities for the aged through student volunteer participation. Weekly visits, monthly group activities, and a grandparent program are available to students within the adaptive grandparent program.

CAHPER meeting

CAHPER will have a meeting Tuesday, Feb. 14, in the P.E. room, with the faculty, P.E. staff and administrators. All CAHPER members are invited to attend the meeting.

Stolen Legacy

Lambert Goodwin will speak on February 16th at 7 p.m. in the new room of "Green Vision," a program sponsored by the Black Student Union.

Health council

Student Health Services Council meets today and every Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the Health Center Conference Room. All interested students are invited to attend. For more information, call Shannon Buse at 501-1111.

Resume workshop

A Resume Writing Workshop will be held today from 2 to 4 p.m. in the mailroom.
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